"I've received 75 new stations, since I've been in the NRC (since 12/31/61), as compared to 139 for the entire year of 1961. This has been my best season (of 3) by far, due to DX NEWS and you, the helpful members of the NRC. Thanks - I really appreciate it."

**ONE MORE WEEKLY ISSUE**

And then, we will be coming to you once a month during the summer months of May, June, July, and August. We have set the dates for the May and June issues, but as yet we have not decided on the dates for July and August, pending vacation arrangements by your editor. The May issue will be dated May 12, and the deadlines will be May 8 in Brooklyn and Lemoyne, and May 9 in Mendota, Illinois. Then it will be a rather long "rest period" until five weeks from then, under date of June 16th, with the deadlines then June 12th for Brooklyn and Lemoyne, and June 13 in Mendota. We want to ask you now to send in reports for these summer issues, if you are at the dials, or have had some good f/u activity, and we remind you please to double space your reports, and to remember that 30 lines is your maximum in DX NEWS, and that only one report is permitted per member per issue. If you send one in, rather short, and then a few days later send in another one, the second one will not get in. Often we get requests to "add this to my earlier report." This we cannot do all the time, as often we type the reports onto the stencils as we have enough to fill a page, to ease the work load at deadline time. So, kindly remember, only one report per issue. Also, kindly remember to use EASTERN STANDARD TIME only in your reports to avoid confusion. We suggest you keep your DX Don Clock set on E.S.T. always, all-year 'round so you will not have to convert your times into E.S.T. but will have it right in front of you always.

---

**V E R I E S_I G N E R S**

- C F O S Jeanette Jennings, S
- W VqL K Paul Dunbar, CE
- Kuo GqQ LeRoy Belford, CE
- W F S T Gerald D. Johnson, CE
- C BqU P. Wilson
- K M G M Charles Hasner, CE
- K B R N W. H. Dexter, CE
- K J M M William Humphreys, CE
- C K L W E. McWilliams
- W K Y W William P. Neff, ESa
- W G K O Leroy F. Fuller Jr. CE
- W F T C Frank Brewer, CE
- W B C H John Meder
- K B B K Robert Garrison, GM

---

**C R E D I T S**

A - M. Mittler
B - E. Johnson
C - R. Johans
D - L. Kruse
E - J. Fagyas
F - R. Barstow
G - F. Mittler
H - J. Reilley

**LABOR DAY WEEKEND**

A marvelous time is in store for all who decide to attend the NRC’s annual Convention, being hosted this year by the Indianapolis faction in their city. Let’s all be there!
Joseph Feia Jr. - 102 Hawthorne Avenue - Newark 12, New Jersey

Hi again. Won't be long now until summer is here and the band is showing it. However some good ones are still around, maybe not TAs but there is some good domestic DX around. Totals are now 612 heard and 204 verified. I have out 67 reports - 11 new ones and one f/up this weekend so far and I'm writing this Sunday afternoon - wait until tonight, hi. Latest verified: v/ls from WENZ-1450 WERO-1330 and KXYZ-1410 (state #41 verified). V/c WMJ-1540. To DX: 4/8- GMBC-690 very strong at 9:14 pm; another strong Cuban on 600 at 10:50 giving WISC a lot of trouble. 4/9- WHUM-1240 s/off 12:03 am, GJOY-1460 s/off 1:06, WERO-1330 s/off 6:46 pm and WLAT-1530 s/off at 6:49. 4/10- WSYD-1300 s/off 5:02 am, WKBK-1220 on already at 5:27, WTAB-1370 s/off 5:28. 4/14- WMLP-1350 through either WAZY or WBUX at 6:25 pm. (I don't know which was on at the time). WRAK-1400 with WOND under it alone at 5:30. WJDY-1470 s/off 6:45 with a nice right after it doing the same. Call sounded like WELY - who? WGBI-910 way atop at 6:57 for a report. 4/15- WDEF-1570 ending ET/M at 1:30 am, plugging their 'beautiful' QSL cards, of course. Then XERF imder with two stations under it, both with mx, one seemed to give time in CST (can't be CFRY on this late, can it?), the other I think a testing. 1:37, KJKO-1550 quite audible. 2:07 s/off, WTC-1450. 3:15, log of KXYZ-1320 taken; 3:29 WPJR-1330 ID for ET/M, but then one tune and that's all heard, so may-be ended there. 3:59, KCUX-1330 s/off with nice signal. 4:00, WHEK-1330 s/on (does their FM ryn AN?) 5:00 WSHP-1480 s/on, 5:01 WOBS-1440 s/on, 4:12 to 1330 to hear and log WDAL-1330. Finally, is there a jammer on 865 or does it only sound that way? Like wise, sounds like one on 700 too. 73s for now, and N.J.-'64.

Pete Taylor - 2340 Pacific Avenue - San Francisco 15, California

Very little activity here. On 4/9 KERG Othello, Wash. was on late with Candor Fund-raising Drive (also heard by L. Schwartz and F. Nittler) with s/off 8:41, and KAYE-1450 Payroll, Wash. RS s/off 3:48. KAYE v/c back says they s/off at 5:00 M-S but definitely s/off 3:45, which they verified. I think adding "Othello" and "Payroll" to my logs in one morning is rather distinctive, hi! Despite recent indications, KXIS and KSTN are NOT AN, six or seven days. KKMS stays on one of the weekend nights, but only one. WKRT-920 verie back for a most welcome one - I sat on them for an hour and Ided two selections through someone's BC. With 500w, it's even a better catty. Other veries from KALI VERO and KTRG. KTRG recently changed ownership, is applying for 50kw U-3, FM Multiplex Stereo, a TV channel and a commercial SW outlet, which is considerably more activity than their predecessor, KCOO ever went through. Other signals noted on 4/9, all unm or not good enough for a report: KTAC-860 ET 3:05; unID TT 790 3:10; KKLK-1800 s/off ET 3:27; KHEC-970 good signal 8-5 3:30; KEBM-1470 ET night pattern 3:59; 2BE-740 fair 4:05, killed by KCBS' 00 4:10; 4YA/WBEM-TT even 4:07, 1YA-800 8-4; 08; KONO-860 first time heard here 4:12; 2BE-960 weak 4:17; KNDX-1050 M/TT 4:44-5:00 s/off, and JOAK on top of 960 at 5 am. "The noise remains quite bad - due to someone's heating pad." Thought the 700 WX we've been having would take care of blankets and such but I guess not. I am now Promotion Manager for KFEN, which is incidentally the only FM station in the country with an AXY. Also doing a bit of airwork here and there. While I plan to continue DXing through the summer whenever possible, I would like to say that this has been an excellent season, and my most active one in ten years in the NRG. I would like to thank the editors for nurturing the enthusiasm; the NRCers whose reports have kept the DX news so interesting, and those with whom I have corresponded with some degree of regularity for the many tips. Good Show!. 73s.

J. B. "Pat" Reilly - 628 Spring Street - Jamestown, New York

KXEM only new verie back this week, 27 reports still out. 4/8- HJCU-730 on top at 3:06. SS on 755 good at 3:15. Still wonder what the tone is on 1440 every day. WHAS-840, AKR test at 3:27: 4/9- No CJRF or CKLD heard here. KXRX-1500 at 3:20, KFXK-1530 NX at 3:50. KHRI-1550 said 24 hours. TT on 1190 but only 8-4 at 3:48. SS on 1100 good after 4:00. KSER-950 AN show at 4:06 for n.w. call. WPEF-950 test at 4:15. 4/10- KRZL-730 test at 6:12 with HJCU raising neck with them. 4/11- Very HNL and shut the set off. 4/12- WMTL-1580 TT at 2:52. 4/13- Too noisy, got some extra shutye. 4/14- TT atop KFI-640 but no ID for over an hour. 950, tone and mx at 3:12 atop WWJ/WERF but no ID given. 20° and snowing real hard; ground covered by midnight and all gone by 12 noon. This past week has been a very noisy week as far as HNL was concerned. Twenty Saturdays to Indianapolis!.

LET'S SEE A NICE BIG MAY "DX NEWS!" SEND IN THOSE 'MUSINGS' REPORTS, DEADLINE 5/8/62.
They seem to be just as powerful as YBTLU? XERF 415; Veries still good at WREC-600. Still at 1-26-42 under WSVL-1520. Logged KDAL-610 at 8-9 at 7:35 with WIP under for a change; heard NEC NX at 710 at 7:35 but didn’t pull out ID of WSWM in the Twin Ports until 8; KUTT-1550 at 7:52 with rr; WMIX-940 at 7:30 s/off, no SSB. Still at 1 kw. WDAY-970 way on top of KJLT at 8:11 pm for nice one - WMAW usually on top here. Heard mx on 1325 fading a little but otherwise a good signal - faded at 10:30 after 15 minutes of listening, ditto at the hour. Jammer for Radio Americas doing a better job, on frequency anyway. 4/7: Tried for AN VEE but nothing but strong WSUN with albums. Static very bad this AM. Anyone know who the TT was on 690 at 4:12 am? Who is NEC on 570 at 2 in the afternoon? WSVL-1520 under KOMA at 6:38 with Shoppers Holiday ads; CMBQ-690 Cuba, Radio Progreso with rapid fading; 8:00 pm had KOMA on 860 (veryy?) and WPQA-950. Went to 1500 and copied WTOP on top at 8:30; WHN-1050 very strong; XEQ-940 rolled in around 9:00 and was completely dominating 940 with almost no CEM, AN. XERF not as good as previously this week. WREC-600 good at 11:32; short TT on 1440 at 11:59 pm. 4/2: KOM tops 930 at 7:35, out later; KCLU-1590 Rolla S69 at 7:37 (s/off 7:45) with rr, they have a survey. KNDY-1570 s/off 8:01 under P.K. Never verified my report for f/c last summer at some station. An odd-sounding TT on 1580 from 9:17-9:30 with no IDs, strong, but fading. OAKA-954 good at 9:27 after being fair this week. On 960 was WERC with Starlight Sorena at 9:30, and then WDBJ came up and topped them with CBS programs. YNLU-965 good with RR rr and ID "Radio Managua" and chimes. Finally dropped Columbia-222 out, but no copy. 4/9: Bad buzz in receiver. KSEL-950 very good, said AN, at 4:20. Copied KGBS-1020. C1 mx, piano on 710, probably "CBS. Tenn. ET 1330 at 4:00. Also EF on 1270 IDed at 4 but WYR s/on killed it. (WTD ed.)

Ev Johnson - 504 16 Street - Mendoza, Illinois

Hello again. DX very slim here at this den. Of course static is main reason plus so many ANs, now-a-days, but manage to add a few new ones needed in my log. Veries are my worst problem having 43 reports out not verified since the new season started 9/1. Have added 117 new veries since that period though. Ask of 4/1 I have logged WGM-1380 (new) Willington Tenn. on ETS and KJFS-1390 (new) Waynesville, Mo. on ETS. 4/2KVSH-940 was heard on new r/c period. WKJ-1370 test at 11:30. 4/5- WLED-960 on test at 12:35, 4/7-WYGO-1330 r/c first Saturday 4:45-5 and 4/8, some Alabama station on ET/II well under XERF on 1570. They seem to be just as powerful as ever here. I have at least reached the 2,300 mark in veries with the following new ones. WKRK-DX KTO-960 KFAB-1450 and QSL card from KGO. I want to thank all those who contributed tips to DXDD this past season.

Wishing you all a very Happy Easter, best DX and 73.

Maurice W. Wittlott - 1755 South Vallejo Street - Denver 23, Colorado

Mile-hi DX Doings from Denver’s most SW DXer: DX continuing at a slow pace on Ruby Hill with only five reports out in the past two weeks. 3/25- KSHA-860 new one in Medford, Ore, ETing well on top of KOMO. WKRT-9920 heard only briefly on DX show, weak report but maybe a verie will be forthcoming. 4/1-WPGO-1580 ETing to find out if any damage was done by a lightning and rain storm. WTTS-1370 on RS 5:05-5:20. YOGI-980 in code at 8:45 pm. Veries still coming in good with the following in past two weeks: CFJG-DX-970 WFUR-1570 KQIS-1560 WHUN-1150 WINS-1560 KRED-1550 and last but not least, 4YA-780 for third Zedder of the season. Just returned from our bi-monthly meeting of the Denver Clan in Longmont at Hal Wagner’s Hall of Hallowed DX. Has really gone and done it, adding another verie for the season for 100% of reports verified this season. He got reckless though and bought another IRC so is now offering it for sale cheap. We all hope to be in Indianapolis over the Labor Day weekend, six strong. Anyone passing through, be sure to tune to KTWL-1250 for the "Johnny Blue Boy Show." About one word describes it - ridiculous! I think it is really George DeGrazio with a pseudonym. They are announcing that beginning Monday 4/9, the station will become KICM-1250. Mr. Tschombe cables his regrets at not being able to attend the fabulous NRC Convention in Denver in 1953. He asks us to remind everyone that it is Elizabethville in 165!
Greetings! DX has really picked up around here. TPs have been rolling for two MM's in a row, with Aussies particularly strong. On 4/2, 2BE-740, Sydney, N.S.W. heard strongly with good TPs rated at 5 ag. Signals noted on 880 950 1510 and 1560, but not ID'd.

One other new one logged was rather anticlimactic: WEWF-1480, Augusta, Ga. HS. On 4/7 WDCW-1440 Dowagiac, Mich r/c. 4/9 brought another good TP morning: 2AP-1480, Apia, Western Samoa, heard at s/off @ 3:32. They s/off in EE and some foreign language, presumably Samoan. After KAIM s/off, 2GB was heard with good strength and ID heard at 5.

They are in Sydney on 870 kc/s. Two new domestic catches were welcome: KTPC-550, Tacoma, Wash. f/c ID @ 3:08 and KEST-790, Boise, Idaho ET ID at 3:38. So, two new Aussies bring to a climax the best season I have experienced. With TAs in during December and January and TPs during April, who can doubt that this has been one of the finest seasons in several years? Best of DX to everyone and 73's.

C. Alan Taylor - 2529 East 9 Street - Indianapolis 1, Indiana

Hiya clods. Well, DER and myself are now clearing house for Vane A. Jones so if you have any questions to ask send them to us. From now on, all questions from the NRC should be directed to us especially if you want a reply as Mr. Jones just doesn't have the time to answer all your questions individually. All questions that we receive will be answered and relayed to you either by way of Musings, or the mail. Start sending in $c now to Jones as he has decided to start selling his log for that much. The book will be the usual size, but there will be more pages and larger print so that you older boys won't have to use a microscope. Jones advocates the removal of the listings in his log that tell what kind or programming the station has because it really isn't important, also a new method of listing cops. Also in his log there will be a map for every VHF channel and one for all UHF combined, also one for FM combined. He says he will leave the geographical listings as before and ditto the alphabetical listings. Jones also advocates a directory throughout the U.S. of DXers ho wish to be listed. The list would contain addresses, phone numbers, what field of DX the listener is in, etc., so send in your comments on this. Also Jones has a contest on for a section in his Listings. Anyone in the NRC can join it. The idea is to get a 500 word or less article in Jones Listings plus the NRC. The contest is now on; the fellow who submits the best article plugging the NRC will receive a free '62 edition of Jones Listings besides getting his article published. This is open to everyone in NRC, Ray, Ernie, Ev, Fred, anyone 'just so you're an NRC member. Send these articles to Jones before 5/55 and whoever submits the best article wins. Fair enough? Well, I hope to see all of you at the Convention here in '62. Remember; President Kennedy or Newton Minnow may go to the big "D" in '63 but God is coming to Indianapolis in '62, will you?

Ray H. Kraul - 6423 33 Street - Berwyn, Illinois

This week's DX: 4/1- KPRE-1240 through VEDC @ 11 am; KNOG-1340 over WJOL at noon; KSTA 1000 about even with WCFL at 2 pm! Does all this sound fantastic? It should - look at the dateline! Now that I had my fun, I'll get down to the bare hard facts. 4/2-KCBS-1170 AN. 4/4- I heard what sure sounded like KTAT-1570 s/off 7:47; no doubt about WAVN-1220 s/off 7:57. 4/6: WLBG-860 ET 12:30-12:40 am, 4/7: Three new ones: WWIN-1400 AN 3:17-3:27; WNTT-1250 r/c 4:02-4:12; and finally WITN-930 evidently WRRF s/off 5/04. Five unm Ky. heard of f/c-TTs as follows: WEJJ-1440 4-415; WXL-1450 4:15-4:30; WNYT-1390 and WFR-960 4:30-4:45 and WNTL-1380 5:515. Only a few verifies: KGA KMKR KFRR-dx and WESJ. Kind of hard to believe that "Opening Day" is only a couple of days off, isn't it?

George DeGrazio - 401 Garden Street - Golden, Colorado

I have been corresponding with the CE of KVER Radio in Clovis, New Mexico, and have set up a "sort-of" DX program. This program is to establish a coverage and general listening map for the station. There will be tones and IDs at 10:00 pm, 11:00, and 11:30 pm EST, on 980 kc/s., with rr mx played. As both KFWS and KMBC are also rr, please be sure of the IDs given, and please, if you ever give a good report, give one now (as if all NRGers didn't give good reports?) Let's have "S" strength, interference, EST, SINPO, or any other codes of readability. All correct reports definitely verified. All reports should be addressed to Mr. James M. Cope, CE. (What date, George? -ed.) DX here as follows: KBIM KFRC EKX KXOL KGBC KTA KARK CJOG KSCJ KUEC. Verries in: KVER KLW. Static high lately. Welcome to the Club, Mike Hollaway. (Takes for a good scene, hi!). Thanks, guys, let's have some response on KVER, if possible. 73s.
April 21, 1962

Bob Karchevski - 188 Marlborough - Boston 16, Massachusetts

4/12- DX isporor here with more static than in March. That's normal. Soon it will be time to take down the RCA U-125 and overhaul her for next season. Then I'll have installed a BC-453A as a tunable ID strip. I should like to congratulate Sam Simmons of Montreal, who, as far as I know, is the only person to hear the CHAK-860 DX from N.W.T. Great going, Sam! DX here is: 4/5-Logged WLIR-1350 6:11-6:30 pm s/off, followed by CKLB-1 50 logged 6:32-6:56 pm. Then logged CROY-1350 6:51-7:17 pm. At 7:27 um WIFIC-1360 in; CKPT-1420 dominant at 9:30. Logged WHAS-840 through WDEK slog 9:40-10:31 pm for first Ky. (State #22). 4/7- WHAV-1490 at 4:41 pm, WKNY-1490 at 6:31 pm, WKBA1550 s/off at 6:59. Foreign language on 890 at 7:50 pm to 9:05 with c1 mx and SS?? 4/9- No CJHW-1240 DX here. I needed P.E.I., too. Got WBAX-1240 instead at 3:19-3:32 am. Logged WRTT-1250 at 3:35-4:01 am. CKLB-1250 dx logged 4:03-4:30 am. 4/10-Logged WOAY-1410, Brockton, Mass. 6:13-6:52 pm; s/off 6:30; s/on 6:00 am. WAAR-1440 at 6:57 pm, un. Veries coming in slowly. I guess it's my turn to sweat it out. Only on this week: v/1 CFGM-1310 Richmond Hill, Ont. (Toronto). They use 10kw D - 2.5kw N, ex-CJHE. Mike King notes that WOCE-1240 s/on is 6:30 am, s/off 11:30 pm. 73s.

Arthur V. Bjork Jr. - 31 Lyman Avenue - Medford 55, Massachusetts

To Muse or not to Muse; that is the question. And since Honorable Ernie wants more Musings, you guys had better Muse and not not Muse! Oh well, enough of this idiocy, here are the two stations I've received since last Musing: 4/1- WPSB-1440 r/c as per fabulous list, 1:53 am; WIIA-1580 "Service Tests" 8:17 am. WPRS said 500kw., BC Yearbook says 1,000. Have they reduced? Dick Kwiatkowski, I haven't sent a report to TGUX on 2/19 and haven't gotten a verie yet. CX lately have been abominable - can't even hear Dick Biordi! NBR! WWV says W3. (If anyone wants to know what that means, let me know and I'll explain it next Musing). A few stations on the Red Sox Baseball Network: WDEK-850 WLLH-1400 WEIM-1380 WGET-1280 WTIC-1080 WGUI-510 WHAY-910. BC Yearbook lists all Mexicans and Carribannes as on 10 kc/s separations, like Canada and U.S., yet I repeatedly saw XRN mentioned on 695 kc/s, so what gives? White's does the same thing. What other Mexican/Carribean stations are on splits? A while back, I got a QSL card from WQAM which I forgot to mention, and it answers just about any questions you could ask about the station in one paragraph! Latest verie is from KTCP-690 with a nice DM. V/s was Vern Arthur, CE, not Vernon Potvin, CE as in 3/31 v/s list (unless they're the same person). Whosaw SS behind WLS in PM of 4/7, among other dates? Anybody want a week-old WHIL survey with a picture of Paul Peterson on it? I have five extras. My totals: 383 logged, 20 varied, 323 Americans, 49 Canadians, three Mexicans, and eight other LAs. Of the 323 Americans, 301 were Ws, 22 Ks. Since I've been in the NRC (since 12/31/61), I've received 75 new stations, as compared to 139 for the entire year of 1961. This has been my best season (of three) by far, due to DX NEWS and to you, the helpful members of the NRC. Thanks. I really appreciate it. As for Conventions, anyone in Greater Eastern Mass. going to Indiana? If so, let me know. Also, how about BOSTON in '64? 965 - uh-763. (Let's not get carried away now!)

Dave Brown - 105 Waterford Street - Edinburg, Pennsylvania

DX around here has been fair of late, but I am still having trouble getting up in the wee hours. Few stations are: 3/28: WGBS-1590 (?) s/off at 6:41 and WMTN-1530 s/off at 6:45. WFTN-1530 at 6:51, WACK-1380 at 8:17. 4/2: WAXU-1580 at 6:46, WYTI-1570 at 6:59. 4/3: WEID-990 at 6:31, 4/4: WRIC-540 at 6:30. 4/6: WJLS-560 at 9:15. 4/7- I finally stayed up after the bewitching hour as I caught WGAJ-560 at 12:02, WMTN-920 at 12:45 and WJUN-115 at 1:00. 4/8: WING-1600 at 1:30 and KORG-1600 s/off at 1:34. No veries in this time, but one sent out to KGLC. To Cincinnati Reds fans, they will be carried on WJLS. That's about all for this time so best of DX. 73s.

Peter E. Skinner - 12 Hoover Road - Needham Heights 94, Massachusetts

Not much to report lately except recent reception on 3/18 of all three stations in Annapolis Md. at SSS. At 5:45, local WHIL s/off and WNAV-1430 came in strongly, so took log and then went to 1190 where WANN came in way over WLIB/WOWO from 6:610; then a brainstorm and quick switch to 810 where WABW was faintly heard under megawatt WGT, for two minutes. V/1 WANN and v/c WNAV in. DXing is done rarely now, since for the past two years I've been in the Air Force and the CX there are not ideal for DXing, hi. Am now stationed at Bolling AFB, Washington DC and should be here until my enlistment is up. I'd like to hear from NRCers in this area and in my home state, Mass. WDON-1540 went to 1,000w. on 3/20. Hope to get back at the dials for an extended session soon. Have lots of surveys from town's top-40 voices in New England and will send 'em to anyone who asks them. 73s to all for now.
DX has "slowed up" somewhat in recent weeks at this den, although I have added a few new catches to my DX Log. On 3/20 Station WPFE-1580, Eastman, Ga., was heard with a f/c from 3:40-3:45 am, completely in the clear, so this may possibly be a regular third Tuesday of the month f/c. Then on 3/25 Station WKCK-1410 Tuscaloosa, Ala., was heard with its RS a/s of programs at 5 am, with some QRM noted from AN WING. Then the same morning, Station WXWW-1450 Jeffer sonville, Ind., was heard with its AN programming on weekends only, from 5:20-5:40 am. The brand new 1,000w/ daytimer KJFW-1390 Waynesville Nc., was heard with ETs on 4/1 from 2:30-2:45 am, topping AN KICB. On 4/3 Station WGRM-1590 Richmond, Va., was heard with a f/c-TT from 12:30-12:45 am, with interference from 5kw, WAKR, but plenty of data for a good report. The latest logging was Station WGMN-1380, Millington, Tenn. on ETs on 4/7 from 3:45-4 am, with KWK giving them "rough" QRM. The most recent verifications, all v/ls came from KERN, WSGR, KTCR, KJGM, KEBK, WQTY, WGMN.

Alex Bowab - Box 539 - Athome, Alabama

Veries, KTTR-1490 WKBA-1550, letter after second f/up, DX: 3/1310 WTUF-840 ex-WKAB logged on first day of RS under new call. 4/2- CFEN-1260 broke through Cuban several times during the morning, not long enough for report. KKLO-1380 ending NX 3/05 about even with UNID Mexican. KDHI-1260 Twenty Nine Palms, Cal. logged on r/c-TT 3:30-3:45 just under AN WYRT for biggest surprise of the morning. Report sent, and my curiosity prompted me to ask the CE how the town happened to be so named. Cuban Radio Nacional AN even with KMTO-1000; Cuban also noted on 800. WSTY-1300 s/on 5:00.

Wayne Plunkett - 124 John Street - Weston, Ontario

Nothing very notable since last report month ago, but here goes anyway. 3/12- Someone very weak on 1420 3:20 am - anybody else on besides KUJ DX? KNBC and XETRA very clear. WTAR-790 eliminated CFMW-dx; ChML off AN but nothing noted; AN SS on 1380 - is this XECO? AN on 1540 - only heard W-N, probably WKGN. Lots of questions for this morning, hi. After KNBC s/off 4 am, someone still on 680 - who's AN here MM, CJOB? War renton, Va. 1420 real strong at 4 am s/on (don't seem to have new calls listed). On 960, one hour ahead of EST so guess CHNS although didn't stick for ID. Quite strong TT dominating 560, 4:27 am - who? Best ID from WJOY-1330 on DX heard at 4:40 when WCCL shut up for a few seconds. Finally for this morning, presume CKLB-1350 chocked on their DX as nothing but WADC here. However, despite being only about 40 miles away, CKLB usually drops to almost nothing here when they go DA-N, so did anyone hear them? 3/13- Lots of Minnesota NX on 710 around 7:08 pm - no ID as WOR soon killed them - could have been WDSM; KWMT-540 along 7:12 pm. 3/14- WTTYW-1350 strong at 7:01 s/off (said return 6:30 am CST); KCOA-1580 fair after WTTYN s/off until their 7:15 s/off, followed by WBEA-1580 7:16 s/off. 3/17- XERF resurrected but must have lost a day somewhere in its death as they persisted in saying we were listening to their Thursday night program when it was shortly after midnight Saturday AM. WCOG-1400 on top well at 2:20 am; WKLO covering 1080; with WRCV off, stuck with 1060 for quite a while but dead except for CHUM slop; KONO-660 good signal. At 8:25 pm, SS on 820 mentioning Barranquilla a lot - no ID. 3/18- SS abundant. One of them was on or near 850 - don't see anyone reported here lately. Another one messuing up WKAQ-1200. 3/19- WKAZ-950 heard at 12:06 am s/off; SS on 930 after WBNB s/off until they came back with TT, probably previously heard YMW Managua. XEQR-1030 weak with WBBN off. Who's AN SS NW on 1190? Comombian, but not sure of calls. New catch at 12:30 am, KAKV-1140 just ending religious program. 3/20- Una with 1230 on to p. 7 pm. 3/22- Still another new catch for 1580 this season, WCOG, just readable at 6:16 pm s/off. 3/24- Along with just about everyone else, heard KTBR-690 Minneapolis on ET 1:10 am, real sure, with cw mix. 3/25- KPMC-1560 right through WCXK after midnight 3/26- WAKX-1590 West Allis, Wis. (I think) s/off 7 pm under WAKX/WKYY - they're 1,000w.

John Tudenham - 815 South Kentucky - Amarillo, Texas

Here is my long overdue report. Had a nice trip and enjoyable visit with John Callar man in Monroe, La. a couple weeks ago. Also visited studio and XM of KNOE. KNOE is soon to go on 540 kcs. Larry Godwin was home from college last week on spring vacation and some of the local NECers got together at his home for a DX station. Stations heard here in the last week are WRUF-850 WFR-1060 WKNX-1210 KEDD-1550 and KOKY-1440. Latest veries WONE WSAI WSGN WOR KMWOR WTX KCLS KGYS WQWT WMT KSTP. In addition to the stations mentioned in an earlier DX NEWS KFFT-320 is also carrying Houston Colts baseball this year, night games only. Looking forward to seeing everyone in Indianapolis in September. 73.
Here are the California, Nevada and Arizona stations that carry the San Francisco Giants' baseball games: KSFO KFBE KBBE KAJ KDH KBBW KCVK KINS KSYC KWSD KUKI KDAC KYES KENO KOLO. The Los Angeles Dodgers' games are on KEF and I wonder if someone in that area could tell me what other stations. And last night searching around, I found the Houston Colts' game on WFL New Orleans. I'm sorry you fellows aren't publishing the stations that carry the games this year. I've found it very helpful in the past, especially with the Pacific Coast League. My NC-173 hasn't spoken above a whisper in a few months and I've not had time to get it fixed. Only using the Grundig-Hajestic now and that mostly for FM.

Ralph M. Johannes - 271 East Chippewa Street - Buffalo 3, New York

To Fred, my sincere sympathy. May your father rest in peace. The 4/14 DX NEWS surely was loaded! Ernie already reports 5/9 doings. Larry (Cal.) ain't hear WJL f/c, but they started 4:01 TT/M and still pounding at 4:52 am, KPH-1330 a tip? Man, come to my house and you shall hear, 24 hrs. s/off. D.K. Phillips: WACDC is KXRA's CE's call (1490), Bill Smith, WBFD-1310, Engineer, also WPEP-1570 CE with KIMJY. Jay Herr Wagner, mache den Bob Spencer: ein Golden NECer. Is that "YOGI" a Colorado Bear? Send him up here for a call. Hope when CHEY is 590 they'll beam to Stouffville only and wake Bill Stone up. 4/10, got WCHS-580 RS 4:36-4:42 am, then CHEY's rs sickened me. 4/14-1450 had WJSW/WPPG AN and 4:14-4:23 NSEP TTR sounded like 1kw. 970 has WJSW AN nice till 6:05 am. This is your sin-alone station, WEBC Buffalo, then OC. On 530 CFCO was going nice at 5:40 am. On 890, is this WAEL YWKL or Castro? 5:05-5:21 (poor then). Give time every minute with DX, Radio Oriente (it didn't sound Continent). On 800 is also a SS with clock ticks and TX/NX every minute, "bing-bong" programa nacional, heard 2:53 3:19 am 4/9. WLSV-790 weekday s/on 6 am. V/c with the Ky. Colonel, WVEW-590 Lexington Ky. 5k3,D kw,N and five towers, fill-in with CE. V/1s by KOLY-1300 M.B. co., 114 East 3 St., Mobridge, S.D., f/c at present first Wed. 2-2:30 am CST. WJBO-1600 (f/c heard 4:5, 4:44,4:45) We-Do, your mx station, Box 247, Fayetteville, N. C. said normal 5 am to local SS, cw. WCEM-1380 Radio Millington Inc., Plaza Center, Millington TN, for ET of 4/9 1-4:40 am heard. Nice double letter by Michael Peavy, CE of Rounsville Radio KZNY-730 Dallas/Fort Worth with Box 1317, Grand Prairie, Tex. sends the f/QLS mimeo and a letter saying 4/10 heard Pop was TT/f/c for the year and he was tired. He does his maintenance Tuesday AMs, use two XR towers and have to protect a Mexican station on the S direction. CST sked, April 6am-7pm, May 5-7:15. Ernie, what does "OK" mean? No Dr. Pepper is sold here, Stanwood M., so get a franchise. Visto Buneo, OK? Sentanta tres.

Hilding Gustafson - 3416 Brendenwood Road - Rockford, Illinois

Veries received lately are from PJC2 CB73 Luxembourg. Luxembourg verie was for two successive nights of reception. Another verie from Monte Carlo, This is the second verie from him. Also received a letter from Lisbon-755. They sent a sked and a report form but no verie. Believe it dropped out of the envelope as the envelope was received in a wide open condition. TAs are still coming in but are hard to copy as they go into deep and rapid fades, 4/2 near 12:00 pm logged Toulouse, Rheinsender-1016 and Oldenburg. The latter with a fine signal. 4/9 again heard Oldenburg through heavy static. This has been one of the best TA seasons I have ever experienced.

Roy Barstow - 16 H.Riding Road - Walpole, Massachusetts

Have not been doing too much DXing lately for the static has been high. Here is what I caught in the last week: 4/6: Aruba in from 6:30-7 pm for a log. ZM1-1235 also in at an early time of 6 pm, unm. An SS on 1415 7:50-9:30 pm and later, unm. 4/9: The new WZZZ Boynton Beach, Fla. on ET 1510 2:00-2:15 am. Tried for LS11-1270 at 2:30 am but just XFAZ to 3:01 am s/off and then 1270 empty. KBOX-1480 on RS at 4 am for a new one. 4/13: Venezuela on 1110 at 1:15 am. KHEB-1550 on a test at 2:20 am. WHIS-1440 on late with a baseball game and off at 2:25 am. Veries are KUTT for a new state, KWYO another new state, WWSR, WGRQ for 5/22/61 reception, WFTS WFTC and WTID. Have gotten veries from six new states this season, and six more states to go. I hope everybody gets something new through the static. 73.

Fran Wittler - 2634 South Josephine Street - Denver 10, Colorado

DX a little on the fabulous side this week with the following new catches. MM 4/9, DX really amazing. First, definitely logged 2AF-1420 Apia, Western Samoa this time RS 3:20 to s/off at 3:33 with cl mx, ID at about 3:11 and playing "Serenade for Strength" as theme mx and played anthem at 3:53. This of course a new country. TPs all (P,8)
(P. Nittler) over the dial but most of them too weak to begin to log. On 1180 took a
log from 4:50-5:30 on station I'm fairly certain was 3EZ Melbourne as definitely TP in
EE and only one listed for N.Z. or Australia. On 1160 also got log from 3:57-4:50 on
what I'm almost certain was 4RE Maryborough, Qld. with plenty of program material but
no definite ID heard although believe they gave WX forecast for East Australia on WX-
cast at 4:03. This one listed as 2kw. so a good catch. Only other possibility would
be 3X Tedr, N.Z. which is also 2kw. eBL-740 noted again with good signal and 4YA-
730 1Y2-G00 heard with good signals with 1Y2 in even over Cuban AMer. Other new
catches were KRBC-1400 Othello, Wash. running late with fund drive and logged from 3:
18-3:25 when I took log on 2AP. Thanks to Pete Taylor for IDing this one for me. WRIC-
540 Richlands, Va. heard s/on at 6:00 with good signal and WPAG-740 Mt. Airy, N.C. RS
at 5:55 but someone bothering them enough so I couldn't get a log. Listened a little
while on 4/13 with nothing new heard but noted regular AMs KFAB-1110 and KONA-1520 off.
Also both KRIG and KVBE seem to have definitely quit Aking on 1410 as WING now in
the clear. Listened this AM a little while with the TP on 1100 again heard with play 4:0-
4:55 but again couldn't ID but hope it is 4WB although 3XC would do, hi. Also, new
KICM-1250 Golden, ex-KTWL of course logged but not reported as yet. Veries are in
from WGMN-1300 WBEC-1220 WKYW-900 CHSJ-1150 and XEDL-1250 for total of exactly 2,150.
Remember, Whatever, it's Denver in '65! 73a.

Larry Schwartz - 4819 Atlanta Drive - San Diego 15, California

DX is still far, although the static is rising. 4/9: KTAC-850 TT 3-3:15, KBSG-1400
on with Cancer Drive until 3:40 s/off, KMUR-1230 AN at 3:30, WMED-1470 AN at 4, WVAR-
790 with S-8 signal all AM but unn, KIBS-1230 r/c-TT at 4:20, KNTN-1400 ET/OC and at
4:25, KERR-1150 s/on @ then SS, WSHG-790 s/on at 5:30 with SSB, WNOX-990 at 6:10 RS.
4/14- KTEE-900 s/on at 7:45 even with KDFR and w/900 at 9. 4/15- Much-wanted KMO-1360 s/off 3:05
to complete all Tacoma stations in one week! 3LO was heard very weakly from 4-5 on
770 with WABC off, WPRO-550 AN at 5:30 with w/OMM un behind. Log now total 803 with
399 verified. Not to commit myself but has KTHT-790 in Houston changed calls? I keep
hearing "Command Radio" mentioned by a woman and "The sound of radio in Houston."
Can't be KNAM, maybe KNAD? Last MM noted KSEL-950 NSP along with KPOL-1540. KHI-930
is now on till 4. XERB-1090 now s/on at 6:00 seven days. Noted KOMA-1520 off AN 4/18
and 4/13 but AN the rest of the time. Only unn KACY-1520 heard very weakly. Recent
veries include JOJY-660 v/l KSEP-1420 KSPA-1400, both "r" veries, KTRM-1400 v/l, KFD-
1440 NRC QSL, KOFI-930 veries on little business card, KWSO-1410 v/l and a crummy form
from KBRK-920 from a December report. SCALD meeting #2 was not too big of a success
as I forgot to tell Bob Coomer I was coming, sorry Bob! Nice seeing you again Frank!
And Frank, please return my WMOC and WJET veries! Well, I guess that's all for this
week. I hear you New Yorkers are freezing while we're sweating it out in 800 WX! 73.

Bernie Duffy - 77 Livermore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York

I found SM DXing profitable 4/15 when I added WDAI-1330 signing on at 5 am. That Meri-

dian, Miss. station was surprisingly strong. Another new one for me was Richmond, Va.
24-hour-a-day, WENZ-1450 and finally WAFS-1570 Amsterdam, NY. signing on at 6 am.

through intense interference. A seldom heard, but unn one that I found in the clear
on 1470 kc/s, at 5:15-5:30 am was WLM Lewiston, Me. Recent v/ls are from WTTI Rocky
Mount, Va. and WMBG-1580 Monroeville, Ala. The latter was heard 3/1 at 2-2:15 am with
its r/c first Thursday telephone dial tone recorded through a beeper system. WJOY,

Burlington, VT sent a nice picture card, showing their XR and KKA, Denver City, Tex.

and KARS Eilen, N.M. sent plain typed v/ls. I received notice that Jone Log #4 will
be available in June, so anyone wanting a complete listing of radio stations, order

came for #2. Address is 3749 North Keystone Ave., Indianapolis 13, Indiana.

Bill Hutchinson - 2412 Ellis Road - Baltimore 34, Maryland

Static here is the worst I can remember for past month. Between the bursts I have
sneaked a little reception. I received card from WBB-920 for reception of 12/15/61.
WBBM never verified for me, so it looks like that one is gone forever. Reception here
as follows: 3/30 Radio Centro, Honduras-865 at 11:30 pm, very strong. 4/1- ZBM-123
@ 7:45 pm and PJAW-1435 @ 7:30, both unusually strong, as was Lisbon on 762. 4/15-
WJEB-750 noted at 8:50 pm now back on the air. 4/16- WGLO-1590 noted with test and ID
in Morse Code @ 1:10 am. KNTJ-1590 @ 1:30-2 with ET, WFF-1600 ET 2, with break-in
for a minute at 2:11 by WBB, West Jefferson, N.C. At 2:15, KCNT-1600 on with a screw
test. An old and valued friend heard nightly on 1570. No sign of WETT-1550, so I

guess they are not back on the air yet. They never verified my report of 12/11/61(f9)
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(Bill Hutchinson) so I guess that one is gone too. I understand the Jones Log will be out in June, so I have placed my order for it. I hope to make Indianapolis, complete with at least two cameras. A pox on the Yankees!

Hank Wilkinson - 6620 Bagman Avenue - North Hollywood, California

We have had a fine DX season this year whether we DXed for foreign or domestic sta-
tions as the NEC Bulletins surely reflected in every issue. I want to take this op-
portunity to thank all those wonderful guys who supported the "Supremacy Ratings"
this past season. It made my job so much more pleasant than in several other past
seasons. I do not know if you members really realize how much I like editing this
part of the Foreign DX Digest. Again, many thanks and if you have any suggestions for
a better way to present this information I'd be happy to read same. I sincerely be-
lieve that some of you have strongly supported this section just to show others that "climbing the ladder" is a bit of fun as well as competitive as your DXing seasons build up behind you. I'd like to hear from you fellows during the "off season" if you are fortunate enough to receive any veries from f/ups, etc. Veries have been slow
here again after about four of them within ten days or so. Many of the DXers in all
parts of the U.S.A. had fine results for their efforts. Ben Dangerfield, Carl Parsons,
Dave Boys, Francis Nittler, Pete Taylor, Clarence Freeman and Roy Millar have received
some mighty fine veries this season. Our big problem is to get LA stations to verify
our reception reports the first time out.

Ernie Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn 26, New York

With no veries in and no new catches all week, there isn't much to write about!
We froze to death at the Opening Game 4/13.

Yes, 165 stations from the U.S.A. had fine results for their efforts. Ban
are fortunate in,:
In,:
Aprill 21, 1962

We are having a cold snap. I

A few members have been reporting a Mexican on 1380 AN, are you sure this isn't AN
WBNX' Puerto Rican Clambake? Also to those of you who are putting out feelers for ver-
ious locales for Conventions in future years, are you aware that you are also offering
to HOST said Convention? NEC does not have a permanent Convention Committee, you know.
We depend on members to host the big doings each year, as the Indianapolis crew is do-
ing this time, and as the Denver game is doing in '62. I surely hope to see a really
big gathering at Indianapolis this year, and I suggest to all who have never attended
one of these shindig's, that it would be well worth your time, trouble, and ex-
enses to do just that, as you'll have a whale of a time. WINS-1010 has been sold to Westing-
house, pending FCC approval, so perhaps a call change will occur eventually, as well
as a format change. Larry Schwartz - right, we are having a cold snap. I nearly
froze to death at the Opening Game 4/13 (Mets) and the next day on a fishing trip!73.

CHANGES IN STATION DATA - F.C.C.

(Purchased from the Seabrooke Printing Company, Washington, D.C.)

NEW STATIONS
\1560 Centre, Alabama 1,000 D-1 \1560 Cottonwood, Arizona 1,000 D-3

NEW CALLS
\1250 K H T N Houston, Missouri \1440 W S E L Pontotoc, Mississippi
\1250 old CALLS\CHANGES
\1250 \1440 new old
\740 W T U F Mobile, Alabama WKAB \740 W I V E Ashland, Virginia
\740 WJ R Z Newark, New Jersey WJTA \740 K E W I Topeka, Kansas
\990 K T R G Honolulu, Hawaii KOOD \990 DELETED

\1280 W R S A Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

FACILITIES
\780 W S V S Crewe, Virginia, to 5,000 D-1, from 1,000 D-1, same ch. and move XR.
\740 W I Z E Springfield, Ohio, 250 U-1. Move XR, and new antenna/ground.
\740 W G S T Watetska, Illinois, 1,000 D-3. Changes in horizontal directional patrn.
\740 W D B Q Dubuque, Iowa, to 1,000/250 U-1, from 250 U-1, same channel.

HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE
\990 W F A B Miami/South Miami, Fla. FCC \550 K C O M Comanche, Texas FCC
\7470 K U T Y Now 5,000 D-1 FCC

\7470 NOW 1,000/250 U-1:
\7470 LET'S HAVE MORE "USINGS!"

OFF
\950 K S E L NSP\950 K R K D MM only
\540 K P O L NSP\540 K W B B

As Pat Bailey pointed out, it is just 20 weeks to Convention Time - a long way off?
Yes, but start now to make your plans - and savings - for this terrific time for all!
Send all "Items" To Ev. Johnson-504-16th St. Mendota, Ill. (E.S.T.:

"DX DOWN THE DIAL"

1340 WRTC Richlands, Va. S/on 06:00- (F. Mitter-Col.

1620 KFMB San Diego, Cal.- Still here, off daily 03:35-SUN 2:55-L.S.

1820 KWTY Wichita, Falls, Tex.- S/on 06:00- Schwartz-Cal.

2120 KOTT Corbin, Ky. S/on 06:00- at 5:57- Schwartz-Cal.

2420 KGMC Americo, Tex.- S/on 06:00- Schwartz-Cal.

2720 KIRO Seattle, Wash. 3/off 03:00.

3020 KNPC Los Angeles, Cal.- S/on 06:00- Schwartz-Cal.

3320 KLUG Tulsa, Okla.- S/on 06:00- Schwartz-Cal.

3620 KTHI Houston, Tex. - S/on 06:00- Schwartz-Cal.

3920 KLQ Portland, Ore.- S/off 10 P.M.- Schwartz.

4220 KEBO Okla. City, Okla.- S/on Apr. at 6:15- Schwartz-Cal.

4520 WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wis. had F/C in- 3:15-3:30- Ev.


5520 WWKM Louisville, Ky 3/off 06:15- F. Mitter-Col.

6020 KTRF Fresno, Cal. S/off Daily at 03:00- Schwartz. Cal.

6520 KSEL Lubbock, Tex. has no S.F. Schwartz-Cal.

7020 KOOL Phoenix, Ariz. S/off Daily at 03:00- Schwartz-Cal.

7520 WICL Wilmington, N.C. - had F/N 4/10- 2nd Tues. 1:15-1:25, F.W.

8020 WNOX knobsville, Tenn. S/off W.H. at 06:00 Schwartz-

9020 KJOL Indianapolis, Ind.- S/on III at 05:00- Schwartz.

1000 KJKB Des Moines, Ia had F/C TT - 4/15- 1:45-2:00- Ev.

1100 KDKD Los Angeles Calif.- S/off 06:00 only- Schwartz.

1200 KBER San Antonio Tex. S/on at 5- in EE then Spanish. Schwartz.

1300 WBCX Hastings, Mich.- S/off 06:00 (F. Mitter-Col. M. King.

1400 WOCH West Yarmouth, Mass. S/off 06:30-SUN 3:30-0ff 11:30 P.M.

1500 WSYD Hy. Arty, N.C S/on 05:00- F. Mitter-Col.

1600 KRNT Des Moines, S/off SUN sat 1:40 ev.

1700 KUUC Tucson, Ariz. A.M. 3/off Sun at 5- Mon. at 2- Schwartz-

1800 KTUX Tuscania, Ala. X- KJXG- S/on 5- 4/14 issue says KJXG Tran:

1900 WLEX WESJ Bowling Green Ky. had F/C off 2:45-3:00 past 3- 4/17-Ev.

2000 WACT Tuscaloosa, Ala. had F/C test 1/15- 3-30- Ev.

2100 KTOE Manh. Minn. S/off 1:35-3/off SUN at 07:00 Ev.

2200 KOKO Warrensburg, Mo. had F/C test 1/14(Sand) 3:15-3:30- Ev.

2300 KOWN Escondido, Calif. S/off 01:00- Schwartz-

2400 KZOT Marianna, Ark had F/C TT 4/14- 3-30:30 Ev.

2500 KRFR Rearm. Ore.- S/off Apr. at 10 P.M. Schwartz.

2600 WRUW Salem Va.- S/off 7 p.m. F. Wheeler-Pa.

2700 WBTS Bridgeport Ala. had F/C off 3:30-4:45-4:00 Ev.

2800 WNTY Neon Ky had F/C 4/14 4:45-4:00 Ev. (List. Ev.

2900 KTUF San Rafael Calif. S/off in Apr. at 9:45- p.m. Schwartz

3000 KPOL Los Angeles Calif.- has had N.S.P past 2 Weeks,- Schwartz

3100 KJMA Smyrna, Ga. had F/C test 4/14 1:20-1:45 Ev.

3200 WRKO Columbus OH heard on F/C 4/14 1:25-1:30 Ev.

3300 WRKD Aurora, Ill S/on 07:45- S/off 7:30 F... Ev.

3400 KDY St. Lousiana, Calif.- S/off in Apr/ at 9:30 P... Schwartz

As was stated a while back, the NRC is not publishing items that are
not actually for the purpose of giving the members information that
would enable them to hear more DX. However account of small bulletins,
Ernie cut 2 stencils containing the baseball broadcasts and I will run
them off ONLY if those interested will send to Box 63 a self-addressed
stamped envelope asking for same. Deadline will be May 1st and after
that date it will be too late. So after this item, no more in future.


3. Frank Theeler, Pennsylvania. Adds BSJ----------------------14

CENTRAL LEAGUE


2. Francis Kittler, Colorado. Adds J6BB, J873, XEX, XKAX, YJ, YS1L, YW1L, KGU------------------------166

3. Maurice Kittler, Colorado. Adds YJ, TSJ, X6BB, X6TA, LCJ8, 4VE, XAA, WBSJ----------------------100

4. John Hallaman, Louisiana. No additions----------------------54

5. Jack Eatney, Texas. No additions----------------------83

6. John Hallaman, Louisiana. No additions----------------------83

7. Jack Eatney, Texas. No additions----------------------83

8. Marvin Robbins, Colorado. No additions----------------------83

I have a new typewriter, and I'm not sure how it is going to work. Please bear with me, and I hope that we will come out all right.

575 Israel, lost 341, 3/11. (Ak)

615 YN3 Sanagual, Nicaragua, "Radio Fisora Nacional" verified by letter in Spanish signed by Rico Sanchez. A little vague, but obviously intended to confirm my report, along with words to the effect that he was pleased to see that their programs were helping to create world unity and understanding. (Ak) his title is Director Artístico according to verie which did not mention call letters. Verie for reports of 3/11 and 3/13. (Ak)

640 K6X Colon, Panama, 2252-2240 3/50 with American "oldies" but "goodies" music with English I. O.M./H with some AM too. (Ak)

645 K6S22 2222-2230 3/50 fair reception, lost for good at 2230 when CEN s/off slop-over killed it. (Ak)

655 YS3 Fair at 2354 s/off on 4/7. (Ak)

660 2Y3 Weak English language station at 0450 on 4/9 was quite possibly 2Y3, but NBS carrier on at 0432 overed signal. (33)

665 Lisbon, now on summer time so s/on is 0100 instead of 0200, s/off at 1800 instead of 1900. (33) Lost with Voice of the West at 2345 GMT 3/10. (Ak)
700 ADB

Vilnius, Lithuania on 3rd, logged 1235 3/7, verie back from Moscow. (...) Jerusalem, Jordan, logged 1510 on 3/11. (...) Belgrade, Yugoslavia, heard weakly at times between 2200 and 2300 on 4/5, but no report yet, need more details. (JL) Logged with interval signal 1530 on 3/11. (...) Madrid, Spain, currently the best bet for anyone needing Spain. Good signals slightly after 2300 s/on. Should often be taken for a strong La split. (3D) Verie received for La program, country #25 verified. (AK) "Voz de Los Andes", verie signed by Abe J. Van Langer for the La program. (CAT) Paracaimbo, Venezuela, verifie by SL "folder" also listing 2 S. calls. (K2) Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, logged 1323 3/13. I usually get OSC Somalia here. (K2) Seoul, South Korea, fair 4/1 0735-0800 with call in English on the hour. (K2) Amsterdains, France, logged 1320 on 3/4. (K2) Djeddah, Saudi Arabia, logged 1317 3/4, tape sent. (K2) "Radio Trinidad", verie in and returned my stamp. Signer is . J. Bose (VF4RD) CE. (CAT) Poznan, according to program schedule sent by polish radio, begins broadcasting at about 0615 daily except Sunday. (3D) Sydney, Australia, in wit. good clear signal S-6/7 but easily readable on 4/9 between 0405 and 0505. fed Australian news round-up and weather to 0415, followed by long-hand music to 0500 then file given as 0800 end L. Some 3/21 from Puerto Rico between 0420 and 0435. (2D) In strong on 4/2 0445-0515 with u to S-4 signal and a new country. Carare radio to 0500 and then a play. (3E) La took over from 2SL at 0500 on 4/2. (3D) Aleppo, Syria, in chain at 065, 1536 3/9. Heavy Russian noise. (...)

745

Two stations here on 4/9 between 0400 and 0500, weak signals, sound ed like an Aussie, possibly 48D, 93D) Scarborough, New Zealand, a call with a fair signal at 0455 on 4/9, but covered at 0505 by a 3/E signal. (3E) Vision 472, Alaska, must be the one card ore 0430-0503 s/off with KNEW thing in between. Is -62 correct here, vision and 50 watts? Time 434. (FV) That is the 3/E where Monday afternoon 0503 off? (AK) After 3 1/2 months, a verie letter and 3/E card received from arsaw, polish radio. Country #58 and very welcome indeed. By separate envelope they sent a one Service radio/TV schedule, in polish, which indicates that arsaw (218) signs on at 0325 daily except Sun. (3D) Careacs, "Radio Miranda", heard very well until s/off at 2303 on 3/30 and up to 2333 s/off on 3/31. Not heard here on Saturdays or Special DX. (AK) Could not get definite 13 from SS on 825 for special. Could ear "Radio Miranda". (JBA)(fat, that's 13) enough for me-FV) Heard at 5-7 level at 2355 on 3/25. Also heard at 5-8 level after YLT s/off at 2335 on 3/31. (AK) Rockhampton, Australia, as quite good at 0520 on 4/1. (AK Rome, Italy. Has anyone ad any luck in verifying this one? I pick them up slightly and have sent two reports this season, but all I've gotten has been a brochure on Italy from RAI. (3D)
870 2GB Sydney, N.S.W., in strong on 4/2. S-5 signal at 0500. Heard on 4/9 with G&B from L.A., and after his s/off was in clear. (JS)

880 IYC Strong signal heard here for several mins. Probably it is IYC. (JS)

TGG Guatemala City, Guatemala, log taken on 4/4 for report as note they are verifying this season. (F.N) 8-9 and better at 2350 on 3/28. (AJ) / (GJ)

JOPK Shizuoka, Japan, was at 8-7 to 9 level on 0440 on 4/1.

881 BBC Vasafoad Cross, tales, ith news at 1500 on 3/4. Verie back. (A)


904 East German clandestine 5/28 2314-2350, German talks by a man, somg music. (SS)

908 Hieraures Ciuc, Rumania, 5/31 in Rumanian from 0026-0029, seemed to dose at 0029. (SS)


926 Brussels, Belgium, in Flemish from 0120-0121, piano music from 0121-0129. (SS)

930 CJCN St. Johns, Nfld., very good at 0000 GMT 3/12-18. (AF)

971 Smolensk, with Moscow Arabic service at 1542 3/10. (R)

990 HKG Honolulu, Hawaii, noted NT here (Ex-KOCD as of 4/1) and reported 0404-0435 4/3 with fair signal and JCB (not. Never id verify KOCO). (FT)

1010 New York, N. Y., fair 3/10. (A)

1015 Verie in via air-mail on 3/28 for a report of 3/3 signed by Fernando Gomez Aguado, Segovia. Station was S-7 to S-9 0500-0521 on 4/1 with frequent IDs. (SS)

1017 "Radio el Margaricco" 2157-2208 4/5, report out. Do they verify? (Sometines) (A)

1044 Panama City, Panama, 3/29 2210-2220 LA music in Spanish, 14 at 2215. (SS)

1046 Sydney, Australia, fair signals under G&B 0500 3/28. (FT)

1040 Cap Haitien, Haiti, loud and clear 4/8 at 2200. (A)

1043 Japan synchronized network even with the 0405 3/26. (FT)

1043 Radio OK I, Dresden, West Germany, classical music 1911-1914, some singing byan man in German, iso heard at 2200 with ID. (SS)

1070 Jacksonville, good on 3/10. (A)

1088 Tiran, Lebanon, again 3-7/8 at 2307 on 4/5. (E) 3/28 2312-2317 in Albanian, surprisingly good signal. (E)

1100 "Radio Velaj" verie in for new freq. Rodrigo J. Robles C. Segovia is signal. Suceeded by some country as JCH. Sent verie letter and remant. (GAT)

1125 San Jose, 3/17 2126-2148, LA music ID 2130. (SS)

1130 New York, fair at 0000 GMT with news. (AF)

1133 Zagreb, Yugoslavia, got a fine lot on 4/2 with signals over S-9 at times between 2300 and 2330. Some NF. (SS) 3/30 music sung by men 2215-2216%; talks by woman 2316%, talks men 2329-2330. (SS)

1147 Madrid, Spain, s/off 1900 on 3/15. (SS)
Lilbao, Spain, 3/15 12 and s/off at 19:00. (53) "Radio Popular de Salamanca", Plaza Mayor, is a new station heard after AM and EJ28 s/off at 1900. Salamanca is broadcasting a program to Scandinavia every Saturday evening until 2000/ (59) (It's in Spain) "Radio America" heard as early as 23:45 GMT. (5F) "Radio America" operates on 1150 with 50 kW. and a directional antenna protecting SL. They also have a 7.5 kW station on short wave. It's now on 6.. etc., but plan to move it soon. The stations operate simultaneously on the following schedule: on day thru Saturday 0500-0800, 1230-1400, 1800-2400. Sunday 1230-1400 and 1830-2400. The address of "Radio America", Vanguard Service Corp., 911 Langford Bldg., 121 3rd St, Miami, Florida. They sign-on ten minutes before the indicated program time using a code phrase and alternating Spanish or English announcer saying: "This is Radio America operating on 1150 medium wave and 6 MW, short wave." (JA. from letter from Bob Brown, ex-KJ.)

Moby, Sweden, 3/29 2320-2350 in Swedish home service. (55) Okinawa, Ryukyu Islands, SL in two months, no frequency specified. (27)

"Radio Glovo" audible most nights. (AF) Melbourne, Victoria, week 5/27 0457-0502 with song; on the hour. (29)

Unknown LX. here 4/3 0200-0230. Is it PA3 AN or XE9?? Very weak signal with deep fading; not sure of language. (23)

Unknown LU. I've heard 4/6 from 2100 on, strong at times, but can't cet. Due to heavy fades. Not located before. Luns off a batch of commercials at the end of each hour. (32)

33's Unit Von ausland is "La Voz de Avila". (22) / (EF)

Cskak, Japan, SL back in three weeks; still says 20 kW. "Radio Ryokin Veiga", audible most nights. (AF)

A Spanish speaker noted 3/31 from 0040-0045, possibly TLSD. (52)

Penacola, Florida, logged 0254 3/1. (5A)

Camilo, Bermuda, strong all night 4/8. (AM)

Hermosillo, Sonora, logged on 4/2 0120-0205 s/off for report with call letters given quite frequently. (FM, 3/29 in Spanish and s/off at 1900. (53)

"Radio... Noticias de Buenos Aires", noted AM lately with news of political crisis. (32) / (55)

Coronado, Costa Rica, 2335-0001, 3/30-3/31, 1st at 0300. Stresbourg, France, strong in Arabic from 2355-0001, on played at 0000, 3/30-3/31. (53)

Ex. 190 San Bernardino, California, heard AM. (AM)

West Germany, now transmitting 2245-2315 daily. I think, in Russian and parallel to Saevonty on 647 AM. Sings off at 2315 and returns for regular programming at 0000. Tremendous signals. (33)

Berlin, West Germany, heard 1300 3/31 with on from middle East station. Is Israel up in power? (Yes)(..)


Tripoli, Libya, 3/30 in English from 2323-2330. (53)

Received SL card from Austria verifying my reception on 3/13 of Graz I. Very specific card, and by second from Austria.

On Sunday AM 4/2 there was a station on this freq. with 5th and Sixth music on past 0100. Could not FB. (80)
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1394 .... BD's unit starting 3/12 at 2400 could be AFN in Bitburg or radio Sweden in Gothenburg. AFN is starting with 5 minutes news in English, but Gothenburg starts with a short news bulletin and then DJ program. To SB: No Swedish station starts at 0100. None starting at 0100 on 1394 here in Europe. (SS)

1403 .... Tallinn, "Radio Tallinn" heard on 3/19 definitely in Russian, talks man from 2134-2137, talks woman 2137-2140. By a man from 2144-2145. (SS)

1410 FAE7 Sao Paulo, Brazil, audible on 3/17. (AP)

1413 ZRXX Cristina, Yugoslavia, 3/24 0000-0006 news by man. (SS)

1420 ZAP Apia, Western Samoa, heard at 0330 s/off on 4/2 and 4/9. On 4/9 signals were 3-7 at times. (SS) Logged as mystery with s/off at 0330 with an anthem I've never heard before. Womantalking about something in English, but in the mud too often to get much. Does anyone know if this is ZAP s/off time now? (FEN) (Apprently so, according to JS report just above-FV) /(AP)

1435 PJAS QSL received for 2/15 report for country #24 verified.

1428 .... Baneasa, Romania, 3/25 in Romanian from 2000-2002% on 3/26 then lost signal. (SS)

1448 .... Cipamba, Portugal, 3/17 in Portuguese from 0148-0157, som music sung by a man. (SS)

1450 ZRXX Clarkesdale, Mississippi, on FC 0218 3/5. (KA)

1457 .... Craiova, Romania, rather good at 5/4/5 around 2225 on 4/2 but seemed to fade out by 2300. (SS) 3/21 2019-2021 Romanian talks by a woman, good clear signal. (SS)

1484 RTF French National Program again picked up in #10, on 4/12 at 2350, Poitiers or Dijon. (SS)

1500 ZRXX Boston, fair on 3/15. (AP)

1525 TIEBAN Turrialba, Costa Rica, 5/27 2131-2141 in Spanish. (SS)

1532 ZRFC Slogan is "La Voz de la Sabana", Bogota, according to QSL. (SS)

1546 ZBC Third Program, a surprise logging 1535 3/21 with talk on jazz. (KA)

1550 FEN Sasafo, local announcement and weather 1334 3/13. (KA)

1560 ZRKR Paint signal at 0030 on 3/10. (AP)

RTF-，“Europeans have been the best for some years especially on the lower frequencies. Veris include Vilnius 655, L.S., Lvov 935, Cashford 881. S.R.A. Djibouti 1558 after eight months, Kyongyang 855, Breitwich 1088, N.Y.N., N.Y., 4YX, DLR 1500, RIAS 989, FEC.

B.A.E.-"Not too much time now but will try to get a longer report over to you after the first of May. Reception has been good.
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RF - Can still hear some of the overseas stations in Canada, chiefly WERK and CKN, the letter seems to put in quite a good signal end as early as 2330 GMT. Enclosing my log end a few items which have come to hand during recent weeks. By the end of the week, I will go over to summer time and as a result of the move from 2030 to 2230 will make it a little harder to listen. However, I am looking forward to hearing some during the summer period. All for this week. COLS received from RTF Paris and CINS now on the air 24 hours.

NOTES FROM ROY PATRICK

NIGERIA - "Radio Nigeria" plans to have a 250 kw. medium wave transmitter at Kaduna later this year.

LEBANON - British Near East Land Forces, Beirut, is reported to be on the air on 1425 kcs. but not heard here as a matter of fact.

LICHTERBERG - According to Radio Sweden, the former owner of Radio Andorra and present owner of Radio Toulouse are planning to start a new commercial radio station in this country. (AP)

FROM THE WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK BULLETIN

Holland - "Radio Bloemendaal" is a low powered (300 watts) station of the Dutch Reformed Church in Bloemendaal. It is entitled to broadcast every Sunday from a prox 0330-0630 and again from 0745-1030 on 1223 kcs. (R)

ULS - A letter from the Kuwait Broadcasting Service tells of two medium wave transmitters, 1 11 kw. and 1 100 kw., which operate 1345 (100 kw) and 1130 (1 kw) reserve. Wider transmissions occur 2100-0200 and 0400-1600.

ULFAR - A LSL card just received from "Radio Auaté Volta", in Cungoudougou gives schedule as 0100-0300, 0700-0900, and 1200-1700, Sunday 0600-1800. Uses 1439 kcs, with 1 kw.

LIBIA - 11 AM is now operating on 710 kcs, with 100 kw, and presented a special program on SJ and SW featuring Ken Boord at the organ on April 22nd 1000-1030. Also on SJ.

NICARAGUA - A new station reported is "Radio Puerto" Puerto Cabezas on 655 kcs.

FROM TUNE-IN

SOUTH AFRICA - Schedule of radio Soweto as follows:

1755-1915 730 kcs. 10 kw. Daily English, Malay, Chinese, Dayak, English
2300-2400 730 10 English, Malay, Chinese, Dayak, English
2400-0030 730 10 Daily**** English
0030-0130 730 10 Sat-Sun English
0330-0530 850 5 Daily English
0600-0745 850 5 Daily English
0745-0900 850 5 Daily Dayak
0900-1045 730 10 Daily Chinese
1045-1200 730 10 Daily English
1200-1300 730 10 Daily English
1300-1430 730 10 Sat. English

SOUTH AFRICA - Schedule for Berbera on 701 kcs. is 2230-0230, 0330-0415, 0445-1600. (Via MNJ)

PEL - GMX "Radio Trujillo" is on 1240 kcs. 1 kw. 0700-2400
GMX23 "Radio Trujillo" 1095 2 0700-2400
GMX41 "Radio Trujillo" 1050 1 0700-2330
GMX6 "Radio Tacna" 1470 500 w 0950-2320
Address Casilla 188, Tacna, Peru. (Via MNJ)

Looks like the end of a full section for a two-week period. Sorry to have missed last week, but it was unforeseen. Thanks to all for the sympathy cards. They are appreciated.